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Abstract
This JRC report summarizes the contributions and discussions of the 2nd DigiTranScope
workshop, held at the Centre for Advanced Studies of the Joint Research Centre in Ispra,
on October 24-25, 2018. Participants from academia, research, consultancy firms and
public sector attended the workshop, which examined the theme of data governance –
envisioned broadly, both as governing data and governing with data. The event
addressed issues such as the changing flows of data between big high-tech companies,
individuals and public institutions, as well as the significance of the open data culture
within public bodies and the growing demand for improving citizens' control of their
personal data. The overall purpose of the workshop was to identify European strategies
to maximize the benefits data could bring to policy makers and the public sector while
simultaneously empowering citizens and supporting new businesses.
The relevance of the theme of data governance emerged from the following
considerations, which are elaborated in more detail in the "call for inputs" sent to
participants ahead of the workshop (see section 2.1):




The recent technological developments, such as data analytics and individual
profiling, have raised the level of awareness (and criticisms) concerning the
increasing power asymmetries between big digital players, civil society, and
governments. However, relatively little is known about how such technological
trends might actually serve the public good by innovating policy making and the
public sector;
The increasing attention worldwide to Artificial Intelligence (AI) makes it crucial to
guarantee good quality data to train new algorithms and develop new
applications. Big data, as commonly said, is the fuel that powers AI. Hence, there
is the pressing need to develop strategies at the European level to promote an
ethical, fair and citizen-centric data-driven policy making.

From the presentations and the discussions held during the workshop, we have identified
the emergence of two major challenges for the governance of/with data.




The first one is the lack of knowledge, and practical understanding, of alternative
data governance models. The mainstream paradigm in the current data landscape
is based on the "data extraction" model typical of big online platforms, also
defined surveillance capitalism (Zuboff, 2015). However, this does not have to be
the only way in which big data (and citizens' personal data in particular) produce
value. There is currently a debate among policy makers and academics about
different forms of data governance (e.g. "reverse PSI", Mission Villani report with
respect to AI) and a few experimental projects are being developed. However, we
do not have yet matured and established models for sharing and adding value to
data among all stakeholders: public sector, private sector, and the general public.
The second major challenge emerged during the event is the direct consequence
of the first, that is an increasing urgency of finding ways to make better use of the
data that is already out there – including data collected by private companies, but
not fully (or easily) available to public bodies – and break down information siloes
within public and private institutions.

The workshop participants agreed that the development of new strategies for alternative
models of data governance, and fruitful usages of such data, should be led by a
progressive agenda that: (i) explicitly addresses citizens' needs, and not only market
demand; (ii) considers citizens as relevant actors, for instance by giving them control of
their personal information or letting them participate and collect data to use for policy
making; (iii) put data to good use to produce public value.
Lastly, after analysing the presentations and discussions, the report concludes with a
sketch of the future work that will be carried out within the DigiTranScope project.
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1 Introduction
The report summarises the contributions and discussions that took place at the second
workshop for the DigiTranScope project, which was held at the Centre for Advanced
Studies of the Joint Research Centre in Ispra on October 24-25, 20181. In this
introductory section we would like to provide (1) some brief information about the
specific project in which the workshop was developed, and (2) the overall EU policy
context in which the theme of data governance is set. The following sections of the
report, then, will delve deeper into the material produced before, during and after the
workshop.

1.1 The DigiTranScope Project
The DigiTranScope project has been developed to:





Reflect, and respond to, Commission policy challenges about the future
governance of a digitally transformed European society in a global context;
Bring together key researchers and thinkers from around the world to explore the
deep transformations triggered by the adoption and adaption of digital
technologies in public and private institutions at multiple levels, and in the
organisational fabric of society;
Undertake robust scientific research to raise understanding of the dimensions,
directions, and implications for the governance of human societies which often are
in different stages of digital transformation.

The project looks at the transversal issues that will be important in the future
development of European society. The overarching research/policy challenge is
“How can a deep understanding of digital transformation help policy-makers address the
challenges facing EU society over the next decades?”.
The specific aim for this workshop was developing a shared understanding of the
sociotechnical dimensions of digital transformation focusing on the theme of the
governance of data to explore how the changing data flows and relationships among
stakeholders (public sector, commercial sector, third sector and the public) can be
leveraged for innovative policy design and implementation.
More information about the project and all the presentations of the workshop can be
found in the project's website:
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/communities/community/digitranscope-digital-transformationand-governance-human-society

1.2 Policy Context
The European Union has an almost 30 years' history of trying to make its data more
open. A history of opening up data includes (selected milestones):






1

1989 Guidelines for improving the synergy between the public and private sectors
in the information market (European Commission, 1989);
1998 Green Paper on Public Sector Information ( European Commission, 1998);
1998 Aarhus Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in
Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (UNECE, 1998);
2003 Directive on Public Sector Information (European Commission, 2003) revised
in 2013 and 2017;
2007 Directive establishing an infrastructure for spatial information in the
Community (INSPIRE) (European Commission, 2007).

For the report of the launch workshop see Blakemore, et al., 2018.
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More initiatives in relation of opening data by the public sector and research have been
launched by the European Commission (see https://ec.europa.eu/digital-singlemarket/en/open-data)
including
the
launch
of
the
Open
Data
Portal
(http://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/home). Further discussion is now starting in relation to
increased access to business data of public interest.
While the initiatives above try to open data and make it more usable for policy, research,
business and democratic accountability, there are other parts of the European legal
framework that restrict the use of data, such as the General Data Protection Regulation
(European Commission, 2016) with respect to personal data, and the Database Directive
(European Commission, 1996) which contains clauses about copyrights and sui-generis
rights with respect to databases of non-personal data (see Chapter 12 in Craglia, Annoni,
Benczur et al., 2018)
Against this background, this DigiTranScope workshop on the governance of data comes
at a particularly crucial time. On the one hand, recent developments like the use of social
media platforms and individual profiling to influence political elections have raised the
level of awareness of the shifting power relationship between the big platforms, civil
society, and governments. On the other hand, the increasing attention worldwide to
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is bringing home the crucial importance of good quality data
(meaning data that is semantically structured and labelled and is as far as possible free
from biases) to train new algorithms and develop new applications (see European
Commission, 2018a and 2018b). Here the debate is not only about the relationships
between public sector, commercial sector and civil society, but also about geopolitics.
There is global competition on AI with three dominant players: The USA, Europe, and
China. At the present time, the USA is leading, but China has put in place an ambitious
and coordinated strategy to become the world leader in AI by 2030, and recent analysis
by the Joint Research Centre (Craglia, Annoni, Benczur et al. 2018) indicates that this
objective could well be achieved. The USA and China can use both policy instruments and
the power of their commercial giants (Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple and Microsoft on
the one hand, and Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent and Xiaomi on the other) to support their
aims. Europe is trying to develop policy for AI but notably lacks large industrial platforms
of the scale of those in the US and China.
This is then reflected in the asymmetric position with respect to data governance: whilst
most data captured in the US and China, and to an extent Russia, stays in their
respective countries because of market dominance, policy, or both, in Europe the vast
majority of data provided by European citizens, companies and governments ends up
outside Europe. Potentially, the more the public and research sectors pursue an open
data policy, the more they feed this flow of data outside Europe. In this context, Europe
has a real challenge, if it wants to stay open, in developing a data strategy that increases
the pool of European data, adds value to it by structuring and semantically annotating it,
and trains AI applications that benefit European society.
Many countries are grappling with this challenge. One country that has articulated better
a possible response is France where Villani (2018), in the report of his parliamentary
mission, advocates building a data-focused economic policy grounded in a European data
ecosystem and puts forward a three-pronged data strategy:
1. Encourage companies to pool and share their data: The government must
encourage the creation of data commons and support an alternative data
production and governance model based on reciprocity, cooperation and sharing.
The goal is to boost data sharing between actors in the same sector. The
government must also encourage data sharing between private actors, and assist
businesses in this respect. It must organize for certain data held by private
entities to be released on a case-by-case basis, and support data and text mining
practices without delay.
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2. Create data that is in the public interest: Most of the actors heard by the mission
were in favour of progressively opening up access to some data sets on a caseby-case and sector-specific basis for public interest reasons. This could be in one
of two ways: by making the data accessible only to the government, or by making
the data more widely available, for example to other economic actors.
3. Support the right to data portability: The right to data portability is one of the
most important innovations in recent French and European texts. It will give any
individual the ability to migrate from one service ecosystem to another without
losing their data history. This right could be extended to all citizen-centred
artificial intelligence applications. In this case, it would involve making personal
data available to government authorities or researchers.
This proposed strategy is interesting because it builds on three key dimensions:
1) Using the EU legal framework including the GDPR, as an opportunity not just to
safeguard European interests but also to nurture European companies.
2) Framing the opening of public sector data in a two-way relationship of reciprocity
with the commercial sector to gain increased access to some commercial data of
public interest.
3) Exploring new forms of partnership with the public to share personal data
leveraging their increased control on access to such data provided by the GDPR.
Other countries are proposing similar strategies for opening and sharing data across all
key stakeholders: public sector, commercial sector and the public, navigating the spaces
between legislation opening up data, legislation restricting reuse, and the increasingly
recognized need to keep some form of data sovereignty and control. This is new territory,
and for this reason the DigiTranScope project convened this workshop to explore the
multiple issues to be addressed, and see how they are addressed on both research and
practice.
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2 Main Challenges in the Context of the Workshop
This workshop covered a transversal theme of the project which concerns the governance
of data. It addressed issues such as the changing flows of data and the ownership of
data, with an aim to find strategies to maximise European benefits in a globalised world.
The sessions of the workshop were organised in the following main themes:
1.

Big data and datification: challenges and opportunities for governance;

2.

Open data: the democratic ‘fuel’ for digitally transformed societies;

3.

Data ownership: access, control, privacy and trust;

4.

Regulatory frameworks for the future governance of digital data;

5.

Data-rich scenarios for the future.

Participants were provided with key questions and context as a framework for their own
contributions. The following key questions were sent in an introductory document prior
the workshop as a means to set the context by raising some questions to encourage the
invited participants to exchange their own viewpoints before the event.

2.1 Key Questions
Big expectations and enthusiasm about the benefits of digital transformation always
coexist with recognition of unintended consequences, risks and shortcomings. This leads
to a clash between techno-optimists and techno-pessimists that pervade the public
debate, and which does not help in advance understanding of these matters. A different
approach, instead, consists in identifying a strategy for the development of a positive,
democratic and fairer digital transformation. This does not mean to overlook the risks
and challenges of digital technologies, but to suggest ways in which sociotechnical
change could be directed towards positive ends.
How could data be better used to serve the public good?
Current societies face major challenges, such as demographic change, energy
sustainability, ageing and health, automation and changing employment patterns, the
need for innovative education and the development of skills and competences for the
future. To what extent data can be used to provide insights and help address these
crucial social, economic and environmental issues?
For instance, could online big data serve the public good, instead of only the interests of
private companies? The vast amount of data of many kinds – personal, biometric, usergenerated, behavioural, spatial - could provide extremely useful information for policy
makers to design interventions tailored on citizens' needs. However, as Tene &
Polonetsky (2013, p. 244) point out in an early analysis of the phenomena: "the benefits
of big data do not always (some say, ever) accrue to the individuals whose personal data
are collected and harvested"; a relevant question, then, is how could this be changed?
On the other hand, we could explore what kinds of positive societal outcomes could be
earned from innovative usage of public sector information. Open data projects, for
instance, strive to make access to public data more democratic, allowing people who do
not have power to produce or pay data to obtain information, to participate in democratic
debate, and to acquire knowledge; how could the outcomes of such initiatives inform
future policy design? Which types of data could public institutions harvest and analyse for
policy anticipation or preparation, and/or for policy implementation and feedback
collection?
How could the benefits of data be fairly distributed?
How can EU data governance reduce the asymmetry of power between the few who have
access to and benefit from information, and the majority of the people that are excluded
from access to such data (especially online private owned data) and the value they
generate? At the current time there is a profound power unbalance between citizens, or
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users, and data holders. A "big data divide" (Andrejevic, 2014) exists, not just in terms
of access to data, but also for possible uses (only those accessing the aggregate dataset
can do data mining). How could private companies and governments find ways to share
the revenues/benefits generated by citizen-data with citizens themselves?
How could policy making take advantage of current developments in data and,
at the same time, address ethical concerns surrounding their use?
An innovative use of data for policy making could be developing "personalised policies"
and services through systems similar to those adopted by private companies for
marketing and advertising (e.g. customer relationship management). Profiling is a
common, and controversial, usage of big data. Commercial entities are especially active
in developing sophisticated systems for individual profiling to better understand and
target consumers. Although profiling is a means to offer costumers personalised
information about products, it could also lead to negative consequences, such as forms of
discrimination. For instance, certain users could be categorised as less "worthy" and as
such became the target for less advantageous access to services or products. A negative
turn that personalised policies could take is also dataveillance (a form of surveillance,
through data collection and analysis taking place online) targeting specific populations or
groups and reproducing pre-existent inequalities (O’Neil, 2016).
A possible way through which public institutions and policy makers could take advantage
of current trends in the data landscape is the development of a (European) digital
platform for opinion sharing, authoring content, identity management, voting, and so on.
Differently from the mainstream social media platforms, this one should be designed to
support the common good and to follow the EU values (e.g. adhering to privacy by
design, fostering data literacy, granting citizens data ownership, etc.). Which challenges
do you envision in the development of a similar online tool (e.g. digital inequalities, low
participation rates, ethical obstacles)? Which positive outcomes could it provide (through
data analysis and citizen engagement) for the improvement of the EU society? What uses
would you imagine at the local and transnational level?
Given the tensions that exist, how could the EU promote innovative data-driven
policy making without adhering to a technocratic standpoint?
Contrary to grand claims about the data revolution, ever more data is not a solution to all
problems. Critics have called 'instrumental rationality' or 'solutionism' (Morozov, 2013)
the belief that the more data is available about an issue (a socioeconomic problem, a
population, a city, etc.) the easier it will be to solve it, or at least find the optimal
solution to deal with it. Technological solutions are rarely enough (or very rarely so given the embeddedness of any technology into a social context). Therefore, any
innovative form of policy making based on a creative use of data must take into account
many contextual factors. Furthermore, it must be guided by a definite strategy; it should
adhere to specific societal values, and follow an accepted ethical framework. Innovative
data-driven policy making should not simply be aimed to improving efficiency. What is at
stake in the design and implementation of data-driven policies, beyond plain
technological factors?
What should a "sustainable and positive" digitally-enhanced governance of the
EU society involve?
Europe is starting to develop its own strategy to digital transformation, which needs to be
different both from the ‘extreme data commercialisation’ that distinguishes digital
platform capitalism, and from the ‘extreme governmental control’ of citizens' personal
data that emerges from recent trends in China. However, a lot is still open in terms of
the direction the EU will take. Important references could come from the (many)
initiatives that are encouraging a "positive" and democratic digital transformation (e.g.
Hamer & Kool, 2018; Symons & Bass, 2017). The principles that feature more
prominently are those of inclusivity, transparency, accountability, ethics, rights, privacy
protection, empowerment, equality, diversity, democracy, common good, citizen-centred,
and so on. Other important references for the development of a European way to digital
7

transformation could come from the European Pillar of Social Rights (EPSR). The latter
was recently promulgated as outcome of an online consultation and defines a set of
principles related to "equal opportunities and access to the labour market, fair working
conditions, social protection and inclusion". To conclude, then, how could the
aforementioned values inform EU data governance and underpin "positive" data-driven
policy making? How could digital transformation be directed to achieve equitable
outcomes for the EU society?
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3 Summaries of Presentations
This section provides summaries of the presentations made by the participants.

3.1 Big Data and Datification: Challenges and Opportunities for
Governance
Patty Kostkova (University College London) explored the notion of how ‘smart data’
can be used to make sense of big data, provide actionable information and improve
decision making for organizations such as the EU as well as for individuals.
She identified two main challenges, with the first being government data vs data from
other ‘streams’ (such as, social media, wearable devices, IoT sensors, etc.). Government
data implies use under the conditions of sharing legislation and high-level public scrutiny.
For example, assessing epidemiological threats involves reporting under strict mandate
of World Health Organisation International Health Regulations (IHR), and those also of
the EU (Kostkova, 2013). Concerns about data security and ‘function-creep’ (the data
being used for purposes other than those clearly stated) have resulted in a backlash
against the sharing of health and care.data in the UK.2 IT data, instead, refers to private
and confidential user-generated data, that are mostly freely shared (through permissions
granted by users) with companies providing ‘free’ services, or through wearable devices.
The other challenge concerns the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 (GDPR)
and other regulatory frameworks. The GDPR came into force to give power to users over
their data. To date, however, there have been no major legal challenges against IT giants
‘breaching’ GDPR over ‘right to restrict processing’ and ‘right in relation to automated
decision making and profiling’. Legislation enforcement is needed to protect citizen data,
and to challenge the status quo.
Kostkova presented also three ways forward: 1) Open Data and ‘safe’ storage; 2)
Government data innovation; and 3) New data ownership models for business-generated
personal data.
1. Open data and ‘safe’ storage imply the implementation of Open Data initiatives
including financial and capacity support and incentives, supporting citizen in
collaborating with/on data sharing platforms, and public engagement and
awareness rising of the potential and user value of data sharing.
2. Governmental data innovation refers to governments (EU, national, local) running
big data platforms for public good, such as loyalty card data in supermarkets
being used by government agencies through legal frameworks, for example to
provide public health benefits by monitoring purchase data of medicines to
provide early warming of a potential influenza outbreak.
3. New data ownership business models should state that data are ‘owned’ by
users/citizens who generated them. New business models can include, for
example, an option for a payment to platforms such as Facebook and Google to
have no data collection and tracing applied to you, or an option to sell your own
data to other online services.
Scott Hale (Oxford Internet Institute, University of Oxford) focused on the
challenges of data collection and use by social media platforms. While their data
collection volumes are massive, their user-bases are not clearly representative of a
population, and this can restrict their utility value for analysis – it is not at all clear that
social media data can replace data obtained through scientific sampling. Furthermore,
social media data are not independent observations since users often undertake actions
after seeing what others have already done. That may result in skewed data distributions
where a few pieces of information catch most attention. Another aspect affecting social
2

https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/health-and-social-carecommittee/news/mou-data-sharing-report-publication-17-19/
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media data is algorithmic manipulation, which pushes the most prominent information to
seem even more prominent.
There is still a lot to be learned in the policy context about data tracing. There has been
some pulling back about big data replacing official centres for health prediction.
Correlation not causation was largely what was happening, and the focus on Google flu
had generated a lot of attention about the potential of big data. The value of these other
new data sources is more when they are blended together so that the official reports can
be calibrated and the results can help develop more timely policies.
Hale then considered how we can think about representativeness with social media. He
identified three actions:


Education/Skills – a need to educate policy makers about the real benefits and
risks of engaging with social media;



Biases – This issue considered those who do not use social media or who are
excluded from using them – do not just look at social media data;



Multilingualism - Build platforms that can work across language and cultural
barriers at the European level.

In the subsequent discussion of the first two presentations there was clear agreement
that we cannot trust data until we fully understand the nature of the data source. Crossvalidation is helpful, as is linking data to other data sources can be a way to establish
credibility and trust. Finer granularity and timeliness of data is important, so as to
identify additional sources of data can provide extra value to official data (they can
augment official data but not replace them).
A particular example was given from the city of Milan, where the municipality is
addressing important questions that are not easily answered with current official data.
Questions such as how many people use the city at night, how many tourists come to
Milan during special events (e.g. fashion week), or how many tourists from certain
nationalities are visiting the city? They tried to answer some of those questions using
data from telecommunication companies, but they encountered some challenges. For
instance, it was first required that ‘usual residents’ were excluded from the dataset, but it
was not easy to define who was a resident and who was not. Then, it was considered that
if someone was within a cell for 15 minutes, then they were active in that place, but this
also included several people who were just blocked in traffic jams.
In a different project in Venice the use of telecoms data considered that if your phone is
localised more than 60 times in 6 months than you are geo-localised as a resident. Still,
participants concurred that in reality big data are more complex and noisier that policy
makers may think so it is important to provide them with a reality check about the
potential for big data.

3.2 Data Ownership: Access, Control, privacy and Trust
Tom Symons (NESTA, UK) presented DECODE, a European Commission funded project
developing and piloting new technologies that give people more control over how they
manage personal data generated online. In the project, technologies are being tested in
two pilot cities (Barcelona and Amsterdam), and the social benefits of widespread open
data commons are being explored. The main challenges that DECODE addresses are:


People have lost control of their data. This does not just mean the erosion of
privacy and autonomy. It’s also bad for the security of people’s online identity;



Much of people's personal data, outside of government, is controlled by a handful
of monopolies. This makes data inaccessible to those who want to create solutions
and services for public benefit;



The monopolisation of data creates economic inefficiencies and inequalities. This
threatens to undermine trust between citizens, public institutions, and companies;
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The current digital ecosystem is highly fragmented and siloed. This fragmentation
makes data unmanageable and end users ultimately lose control over it.
Figure 1. DECODE “Smart Rules” for re-use of personal data.

Source: Decode project https://decodeproject.eu/

DECODE aims to give citizens data sovereignty and build data commons at a city level. It
implements “privacy by design” principles, and reconceptualises data value as being a
public good. It uses attribute-based credentials (ABCs) as a means of allowing people to
be authenticated but anonymous on digital platforms. For example, the information about
someone specific age will not be communicated to an office, when the information
needed is only whether her birth date is before or after a particular date. Decode is also
working on other innovative "smart rules" (Figure 1) with which data owners will be able
to set conditions for the reuse of their personal data. For example, sharing data for a
specific time period only, with local government only, with IP addresses of a certain city,
with registered energy suppliers only, for common use, with friends and family.
The attributed-based credentials approach has been adopted in a pilot for data-driven
participatory democracy in Barcelona (DECIDIM). The platform has 30,000 users, who
will be able to use the technology to anonymously sign a petition via an attribute that
confirms whether they are a citizen of the city. Also in Barcelona, another pilot
application in the Internet of Things (IoT), called Smartcitizen.me/makingsense, will offer
personalised data commons dashboards, again where users can determine who uses
their data and how.
Bruno Carballa Smichowski (Groupe Chronos) focused on a "collector/keeper
problem", which concerns who decides with whom to share the data, and who decides
who has the rights to share the data? Design of property rights is the issue in this
context, and there can be privacy and security issues that prevent openness of data.
Sometimes open data is not the only way to use data for public good. It is not only a
matter of business models, but it is more complicated than this. There is a need to
combine different ownership models, because "one size fits all" does not work.
Carballa Smichowski discussed the need for incentives to generate and share data, which
very much depend on the actors and sectors involved. As we have many actors with a
plurality of different interests, how can we create incentives for people and organisations
to share data? What legal and economic mechanisms we can create and how to combine
them to foster data sharing? For example, in France the law states that any public
service is delegated to open up some of the data that they produce. Financial incentives
to data sharing can also be considered.
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Mark Crooijmans (City of Amsterdam) presented some main issues concerning the
experience of digital transformation and the City of Amsterdam. Issues addressed include
ethics, ownership, commons, tech giants and dichotomy (the dichotomy of huge amounts
of data collection in the hands of few global corporations). In every area, the City of
Amsterdam uses data and collaborates with other data providers (for example, Google
and TomTom in the case of mobility). They have also worked with LinkedIn in the context
of the city labour market.
Crooijmans stated that ethical access to, and use of, data relating to citizens is essential
for Amsterdam data governance’s strategy. Focusing on inclusive technologies also is
important, especially since cities such as Amsterdam have clear areas of social and
economic exclusion.
Public administration of Amsterdam is fully aware that making better use of the data
already captured by the city can deliver great value. For example, previously a citizen
would report a dirty street, and it would be largely luck if it was, even if the citizen was
told the cleaning had taken place. Now machine learning is used for notifications, and
over a period of three months it helped to improve a task completion rate from 40 to
80%. Citizens can also become partners with the ‘smart city’ in collecting data that the
city find difficult to collect, such as geographically and temporally detailed data about
clean air and pollution.3
In the subsequent discussion of the three presentations there was a consideration of
what incentives could be used to promote data sharing between individuals, companies,
and public administrations. Government officials have fewer incentives to share data than
do businesses which can see clear financial incentives. There are incentives for the
private sector to share for commercial benefits – hence the extensive sharing of
smartphone apps data.
Then the discussion moved to the theme of data ownership by individuals, is the concept
of data ownership relatively new? In the past did we just provide to public
administrations because we had to, and have continued this passive provision into the
new data environments of social media etc. The term ownership of data was considered
as being less useful than property rights. Symons noted that in their work NESTA has
moved away from ownership as being too complex, and they now focus on data rights
and control as the velocity and volume of data increase. In that context we can consider
whether we have plausible alternatives to social media using our information, whether
free services are more important than privacy, and what public education programmes
are needed to promote data sharing – also noting the importance of public
administrations and businesses being ethical and transparent with the use of data.

3.3 Open Data: the Democratic "Fuel" for Digitally Transformed
Societies
Daniele Rizzi (DG Connect) presented an overview of the EU open data policy on
public sector data and the European Data Portal, which promotes data reuse within
Directive 2003/98/EC (Figure 2).
The European Data Portal is the first instrument implemented by the EU to give access to
open data. It currently contains (12/2018) more than 850,000 datasets from 34 different
countries. The portal gathers public sector information (PSI) collected or produced by
public bodies of European countries and made freely available for re-use. To monitor the
state of open data in Europe, the European Data Portal runs a study every year to
establish the level of “Open Data readiness” of different Member States.
Rizzi noted the proposal for a review of the PSI Directive, which was finalised in 2003 and
further amended in 2013, and which introduced a minimal set of rules for fair
competition and transparency. It encouraged the re-use of data held by the public sector
3

https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/projects/clair-city-citizen-led-air-pollution-reduction-in
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across different sectors, for commercial and not commercial purposes. The current
proposal 2018 Data Package4 consisting of policy instruments for different types of data public sector and publicly funded data, private sector data and research data. The
proposal stems from current technological changes and aims at further improving the
availability and re-usability of data. In particular, the proposal for the revision of the PSI
Directive contains the following extensions:


Encouraging publishing dynamic data and uptake of APIs;



Open a set of high-value datasets that have important socio-economic benefits;



Further limit the exceptions that allow public bodies to charge for the reuse of
their data;



Enlarging the scope of the Directive to data held by some public undertakings and
to research;



Strengthening the transparency requirements for public–private agreements
involving public sector information, avoiding lock-in of data with one company.
Figure 2. The Directive on the Reuse of Public Sector Information (PSI) (2003/98/EC)

Rizzi also presented an updated Commission Recommendation on access to and
preservation of scientific information5. This Recommendation is a valuable and impactful
instrument for policy making used and referred to by Member States in their national
strategies and action plans, creating a dynamic of convergence on policy goal.
Furthermore, it contains a technical update, refining the principles, taking into account
Open Science, trend towards open research data (FAIR principles) and legal and technical
developments (notably TDM, EOSC).
Giuseppe Sindoni (Chief Data Officer, City of Milano) started his presentation with a
provocation. Like “Pig-Pen”, the Peanuts character constantly surrounded by dust and
perfectly comfortable with that, we move into the world surrounded by a cloud of data
that we carry around almost unconsciously, but that conditions what we see and how we
are perceived. We live in intelligent ecosystems, characterized by a high number of
sensors. We are more or less unaware of the ‘lifecycle’ of our data and that such data
4
5

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/communication-towards-common-european-data-space
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32018H0790
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may be used in malicious ways sometimes. Most of the time our data is used to make
descriptions, which come back to us as adverts to target us as consumers. According to
Sindoni, a strong Open Data culture could reduce the negative implications of the current
data landscape. But, how to do so?
The data management of the project was informed by other public administration best
practices and it is based on a high-level process flow. The Municipality is also developing
a Geoportal (Figure 3) that will allow real time data access, administrative tasks
optimization, process speeding and information sharing.
Figure 3. The Geoportal of the City of Milano

Source: https://geoportale.comune.milano.it/sit/patrimonio-del-verde

One major challenge for open data initiatives is to be clearly successful, and to use
storytelling to communicate success to the widest public stakeholders. Data-telling and
storytelling based on open data are not widespread activities, at least in Italy. By
developing stories from data, institutions could contribute to increase the public
understanding of the positive uses of personal data and other kind of collected
information. This seems to be happening more in the art world, with exhibitions and art
projects, than in the public life of a city. An example of lack of storytelling has been on
the Milan city portal concerning how many immigrants are living in Milano (20.5%). The
portal shows tables and numbers, but it does not effectively communicate to a nonexpert the heterogeneity of the immigrant population of the City, or that many have
been living in Milano for many years and are active members of society.
Finally, Sindoni presented the data interoperability platform of the City of Milan, which
consists in the implementation of applications cooperating across information systems
through the improvement of the legacy platform and the modernization of the data
management services. A related challenge that emerged during the discussion concerns
data integration, especially between different types of data and sensitive data (e.g. tax
payments). Data gain value when aggregated with other relevant data (e.g.
socioeconomic status of families, public services adoption, etc.), but this often is not
possible if a strict interpretation of the GDPR is taken, and more practical guidance for all
the member states is needed for a correct application of the GDPR regulation.
Aleš Veršić (Head of open data project group, Slovenian Ministry of Public
Administration) presented the ecosystem of open data in Slovenia (Figure 4) and the
process of opening data, making a distinction between open data and aggregated data.
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The data ecosystem has many different stakeholders involved: from the public sector at
the national level, to local administrations, from companies into the business sectors and
start-ups, to researchers and NGOs.
The notion of open data is affiliated to the principle of data becoming a (common) good,
like water and air, essential in all aspects of life. There is a very wide range of data that
can be (or become) open data, and opening data should be understood as a range of
processes. For example, there are personal data that can be aggregated with other data
and made more widely available. On the other hand, data can be accessed and viewed
through web apps.
Figure 4. “Night time" population distribution by 500m x 500m grid, Ljubljana, 2015.

Source: https://www.w3.org/2013/share-psi/wiki/images/e/e1/IgorKuzma.pdf

From the integration of open data with other kinds of data are emerging new statistical
products. An example of this is a pilot project of the Statistical Office of the Republic of
Slovenia launched in 2014 within the Eurostat grant “Merging statistics and geospatial
information”. The project's aim was to study the adequacy of the mobile data for
statistical purposes and to recognise the Statistical Office's current potential deficiencies
regarding data infrastructures and human resources. In the picture there is an extract
from the city of Ljubljana where researchers obtained data from mobile telephone
operators in Slovenia to analyse information about citizens’ geographic location and infer
the density of people in all areas across different times of the day. The tool developed
could provide useful information to the local public administration, for instance, for
rescue teams in case of climate disasters, such as earthquake or floods.
Questions in the discussion following the presentations focused on issues such as: the
sharing and integration of multiple sources of data by public administrations and the
challenges of using commercial data as well – particularly liability issues; ‘black box’
algorithms in automated vehicles; and, building knowledge and understanding of the
nature of social media data – for example, Twitter does allow API access to 1% of the
data, and has generated a large amount of research, but we have little understanding of
the representativeness of the data.

3.4 Regulatory Frameworks for the Future Governance of Digital
Data
Rónán Kennedy (Lecturer, School of Law at the National University of Ireland
Galway) focused on privacy and data protection in an environment of rapidly developing
technologies and big data. Key challenges for data privacy are: for what purposes? Data
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use by whom? How to ensure accuracy and relevance? How to protect individual privacy?
How to ensure compliance by data users?
Privacy law protects the right from unwarranted use of personal data, but data are easily
re-purposed, can cross borders very easily, and be used for criminal purposes.
Consequently, cybersecurity is challenging, and data infrastructures are often inherently
leaky.
The pace of legislative reform is often slow, taking 7 to 10 years for European law to be
designed, adopted, and implemented, and furthermore, there is fragmented global
regulation. Compliance requires real resources, which often are not readily available,
risking the growth of a form of surveillance capitalism – we too often readily give up
privacy in exchange of a service, like social networks, but not aware fully of the
consequences.
Alternatives identified by Kennedy were: decentralised networks of data to avoid the
centralised ‘surveillance capitalism’; participatory design; responsible research and
innovation. He identified the need for data awareness in civic education, mechanisms to
readily hold businesses and individuals accountable. Overall he questioned whether good
citizenship could be built simply through turning us all into little data capitalists where we
trade our data in return for services.
Giovanni Sartor (European University Institute) starting point is the convergence
between AI and big data. AI needs the largest sets of examples including as much data
as possible to enable the discovery and exploitation of new insights. Internet-based
services increasingly aim to provide intelligent and individualised solutions and the ability
to extract useful knowledge from the data being collected. Therefore, the Internet
services provide AI with data, and AI enables the Internet to exploit the data.
As Kennedy did in the previous presentation, Sartor identified the tensions between big
data collection and use, and surveillance capitalism. During 2018 Gartner have estimated
that 50% of business violations will be performed by algorithms, and AI and algorithms
pursue the goals assigned (through programming) by private and public actors. Possible
responses to this problem include:


Limiting market power;



Regulating the use of AI+ Big Data by private and public organisations (taking
into account research on how consumers are affected by AI);



Empowering citizens: making the power of AI+ Big Data available to citizen and
civil society so they can respond to the challenges.

Sartor promoted a value-based approach for regulating disruptive innovation. It should
start with principles such as follow top fundamental human rights and most important
socio-economic goals. Regulators should also adopt existing legal frameworks, working
with what is available. For instance, there are several synergies and tensions between
consumer protection law and data protection law that share common goals like
redressing imbalances of informational and market power. New legislation could focus on
specific and pressing issues such as price discrimination, and discrimination in algorithms
that result in targeted, malicious and aggressive advertising.
Sartor referred to the theory of "Countervailing Power" formulated by Galbraith: citizens,
organisations and civil society are crucial if we want to reduce the power of big tech
monopolies. It is important that civil society develops data awareness, demands
accountability and develops the ability to contest in order to respond effectively to AI and
big data violations of ethics. The empowerment of civil society requires that also citizens
and their organisations are able to use AI to their advantage, being endowed with
appropriated technologies. On this regard he presented the project Claudette, an
automatic detector of unfair clauses in online contracts and privacy policies:
https://claudette.eui.eu/. Only if consumers and their organizations are able to use AI to
their advantage, they can resist, and respond to the exercise of power by suppliers.
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The subsequent discussion of the presentations first focused on the tensions between
data use and control, between data sharing, access for social good versus the privacy
activists who want more restrictive control. These are further accentuated when AI is
involved. From a policy perspective in democracy there is a need to give each side a say
to help in scoping robust future policy developments. If we want to criticise the internet
companies we need to think about ourselves and the values they deliver to us. Recent
empirical evidence shows the platforms give more service value in return than the value
of data you put in. Siloed platforms may not give the same levels of service as now.
GDPR needs to be used as a balancing exercise (and it is a relatively new regulation so
needs to be ‘bedded in’). An example was provided of the Samaritans using social media
data to predict potential self-harm6, but if shared (or obtained) beyond that organisation
a resulting analysis could also be used to the detriment of those threatening self- harm,
for example by insurers or employers.
The participants were clear about the tensions that exist. Some of the practical needs of
city managers to open up data have been clear. If you do not produce better services the
public will criticise you. First, we are grappling with the tensions more strongly than
before – more aware of them, and more aware of recent scandals which show the market
for information. Much of the debate focuses on the big bad platforms versus the citizen.
There is a missing dimension of firms and companies across Europe, and the extent to
which they need to use the data and need to be protected: how can European companies
use European data and compete fairly?

3.5 Data-rich Scenarios for the Future I
Fiorenza Lipparini (Plusvalue), presented the SMART project: Study on mechanisms
that shape social media and their impact on society (https://stopdisinformation.com/).
The project aims at monitoring how information spreads on social media (including fake
news) and the emergence of particular user narratives, with the goal of updating the
research agenda and catalysing stakeholders' action. Machine learning makes it possible
to identify patterns emerging from the ways in which information propagates and this
knowledge could be used to make decisions.
The SMART project has also set up an observatory whose objectives include:






Describing how a modular platform architecture could look like, combining
different approaches to detect, monitor and offer support to fight malicious
communication phenomena (e.g., spreading of fake news) and evolve with the
evolution of threats;
Developing a platform prototype to collect, analyse and present large quantities of
data, in order to develop a decision-making support tool for users (both
individuals and institutions);
Extracting data from the platform and discussing with experts the key
recommendations for action for stakeholders, including policy makers, regulators,
traditional media companies, social media companies and citizens.

Steven Luitjens (Ministry of the Interior, NL) focused on the national policy on
digitalization in the Netherlands and referred to two reports:
One is a coherent Dutch national digital strategy7 stating, for the first time, what the
government should do with digital tools and the need to take a value-based approach.
The Netherlands is a highly digitized society, but the number of people excluded from
this process has increased. How to deal with this problem is one of the main issues in the
Dutch strategy. The main concern with using digital tools should be with addressing the
societal challenges of digitalization and not only with increasing efficiency. Consequently,
6

7

For example https://www.samaritans.org/news/samaritans-launches-twitter-app-help-identify-vulnerablepeople
https://www.government.nl/documents/reports/2018/06/01/dutch-digitalisation-strategy
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the policy focus is not about public administration, but about societal challenges, and
about the linkage between regulation and digitisation in the context of ‘the Portal State’.
The second report concerns the relationship between regulation and digitalization. This
report questions how to make regulation relevant in the digital society. It provides a
framework from a legal point view by confronting human rights. We should go back to
real principles, be reluctant in stating how information systems should be designed, and
instead have legal frameworks where legislation is being placed in context of human
rights and public value
In relation to the DigiTranScope project, Luitjens made clear that we know very little
about scenarios and predictions and pointed out that if we are responsible for
digitalization in a political sense, and we should discuss how to engage the various
stakeholders during this project. He gave an example of a Board of Children in the
Netherlands, building a strong dialogue about future perspectives.
Juriaan and Sandra van Rijswijk (Games for Health Europe Foundation) focused
on the use of citizen science serious games such as Foldit and Eyewire to help develop
and sustain motivation, creativity and self-regulation, which are necessary to adapt to
changes in the world. Citizen science serious games can also be used to include
underrepresented social groups underrepresented which are at risk of being excluded
from the digital society. Children and elderly are particular groups to focus on.
Juriaan and Sandra van Rijswijk presented Stall Catchers8, a citizen science application
designed to search the brain for stalled blood vessels that may contribute to Alzheimer's
disease. Many internet users, of all ages, are playing this online game all to help
researchers fast track the fight against the Alzheimer’s disease. In the Netherlands,
carers and patients at the onset of the disease play this game.

3.6 Data-rich Scenarios for the Future II
Andrea Renda (Centre for European Policy Studies) presented an overview of the
relationship between innovation and the public sector, and focused on how disruptive
technologies affect the policy process. He set his presentation in the context of four
waves of regulatory governance:


First wave: structural reforms (1970s-1980s), involving privatisations, and the
liberalisation of the labour market;



Second wave: regulatory reform (1980s-1990s), where the policy ‘filter’ was
about doing more for less – for example, strategies for ‘reinventing government’;



Third wave: regulatory governance/management (2000s). Here the concept looks
at the mechanisms for oversight during policy cycles, and using processes such as
behavioural economics as well as regulation;



The fourth wave, from the 2010s onwards, has to confront and cope with the
significant disruption technologies are causing to business, the labour market, and
society.

The speed of disruption makes it very difficult for policy development to happen in the
conventional ‘ex ante’ process, where impact assessment aims to look at all possible
aspects of a regulatory development. Therefore, the challenge now is to move from
regulation ‘of’ technology, to regulation ‘by’ technology, to stop just protecting
consumers and instead to empower them. Renda emphasises that not all innovation is
created equal. For example, with innovation in the public sector incentives have been: to
reduce cost; regulatory budgets; targets to reduce burdens or compliance costs. Eadministration to reduce transaction costs, including zero-contact legislation (recently in
the Philippines).

8

https://stallcatchers.com/main#
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Key challenges are how do we ‘slice data’ in the future, enable differential privacy and
anonymisation, exploit the potential of blockchain, and avoid algorithmic bias.
Gianluca Misuraca (JRC, Sevilla) focused on ‘Policy Maker 2.0’ dilemmas, which
include managing risks while unleashing innovation and building trust, and managing
issues related to governance 'with and of' ICTs - such as openness, co-creation, data
ownership and sovereignty, and legitimacy. He explored how the future might hold for
European citizens (Figure 5) and presented some lessons from and for the future:


Enabling the technological conditions & anticipate the alleged consequences of
openness & mass-collaboration, innovating the public sector & its service delivery;



Embracing ICTs and prepare to manage ‘change’ through executive leadership
capacity development and institutional re-design;



Harnessing data-powered intelligence for evidence-based policy and better
understanding the impact of ICTs on todays and tomorrow’s society

In view of these reflections, the emergence of citizen-centric data-driven policy should be
considered as a crucial issue of analysis of the digital transformation of our societies, and
not as the solution or short-cut to revive the evidence-based policy agenda. From a
policy-oriented perspective, no matter how well-defined or detailed a policy model or
analytic tool is, high-quality data represent the holy grail of policy-making. Particular
attention thus needs to be given to collect, filter, and curate and intelligently tap bottomup data, available from multiple sources. As current policy-making cases typically
struggle to cope with too much or too little data at the appropriate level, reliable data
sources need to be foreseen from the very beginning and incorporated in policy models in
a real-time manner to allow informed decisions.
A further line of research advanced by Misuraca involves the design and piloting of largescale experiments based on big-data-driven nudging techniques, defined as hypernudge.
Hypernudging relies on highlighting algorithmically determined correlations between data
items within data sets that would not otherwise be observable through human cognition
alone (or even with standard computing support), thereby conferring ‘salience’ on the
highlighted data patterns, dynamically configuring the user's informational choice context
in ways intentionally designed to influence individual decisions.
Figure 5. Envisioned Future Scenarios
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3.7 DigiTranScope: Policy Experiments and Use Cases on Citizen
Data
Henk Scholten (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and GEODAN) introduced the role of
virtual environments and gaming as ways to explore many of the environmental, and
social issues in our increasingly digital society. One example is presented is the Digital
Twin of the Netherlands created in Minecraft by a public-private partnership between the
Dutch Cadastre, Dutch Waterboards, the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, and Geodan, a
private company. Geocraft.nl9 is a 1:1 model of the Netherlands where every building is
represented based on the official cadastre and recreated by more than 20,000 children
over a period of four years. The opportunities for a new form of participation and policy
design are illustrated from an experiment run last June in the South of Amsterdam,
where 500 children came together with the local administration, industry and academics
to use this virtual model in Minecraft to help design their vision of the future for their
neighbourhood10. This experiment is now being replicated in Warsaw with the
engagement of local schools in collaboration with the Digitranscope project of the JRC.
Jiri Hradec (JRC, Ispra) introduced the concept of personalised policy and the way to
incorporate fast moving data from different sources into policy and decision making. A
key element is the focus on individuals and the aggregation of data about their individual
needs. Unlike the classical e-government activities, the creation of government-level
"social network" as a way to share governmental data with citizens is promising to lead
to bi-directional G2C/C2G communication and facilitate active citizenship. In the
framework of Digitranscope, Jiri is developing an example focused on energy efficiency in
buildings and ways to target policy interventions to those who are in greatest need. To
do so he has downscaled aggregate statistical data for the city of Amsterdam, and
created “synthetic” individuals with such demographic and socio-economic characteristics
that when re-aggregated at the level of the smallest statistical unit return the same
official statistical data. Assigning such individuals and “synthetic” family units to each
building from the cadastral records, it is possible to identify areas with highest need for
support. Future work will include energy labels for each building and thus allow to target
intervention to increase efficiency with priority to those who need it most.
Figure 6. Modelling Individuals in Amsterdam

9

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-xVyyliS4g
https://geocraft.nl/
10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkKHReQ8wyE&feature=youtu.be
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Jaap Boter (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) presented an application of geocraft.nl
that is specifically aimed at increasing the awareness of energy transition among
children. The game allows kids to increase the energy efficiency of the building they live
in (in the virtual environment of Geocraft) by adding insulation in the floor, roof, or walls,
or photo voltaic panels. For each choice they can see how much they pay, how much
they save, and how much energy thy might produce, in addition to the overall CO2
balance, and find ways to optimise costs and benefits. The game is now being tested as
part of environmental courses in two schools in Amsterdam and two in Warsaw and will
yield useful lessons on the role of virtual environments, and gaming for public education,
participation, and citizenship in a digitally transformed society.
Marina Micheli (JRC, Ispra) focused on the issue of datafication for the public good
and her inquiry into citizen-centred approaches to personal data use by public
administrations at the local level. An increasing amount of personal data is currently
generated as a by-product of human activities and of social interactions which takes
place in online and offline contexts. Datafication has been defined as “the transformation
of social action into online quantified data, thus allowing for real-time tracking and
predictive analysis” (Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, 2013, p. 138).
Micheli recalled that there are many different types of personal data generated by
datafication, including user-generated content on social media, geo-referenced posts,
GPS information, consumption behaviour data, biometric data (from self-tracking to face
recognition) and all kinds of digital traces. Currently much scholarly attention has been
directed to personal data's value extraction, which generates great profit for digital
platforms and private companies, and to other forms of social control like social credit
systems. While addressing ethical concerns, invoking transparency and fairness, and
developing a critical agenda is of uttermost importance, Micheli argued that equivalent
consideration could be directed to the analysis of the positive ends that data can serve.


To what extent (and how) new types of personal data produced with datafication
(eventually employed jointly with administrative information and official statistics)
could be leveraged for innovative policy design and implementation?



What kind of alternative data practices (such as city data trusts and digital
sovereignty) are being adopted for fostering a datafication for the public good?



To what extent public administrations take advantage of datafication to empower
citizens and foster a more inclusive society? Are these practices sustainable? What
are the enablers and obstacles?

These are the main questions that will be explored within this research strand of the
DigiTranScope project.
Marisa Ponti (JRC, Ispra) pointed out that it is desirable, if not necessary, to blend
and compare official and volunteered data, to make data more ‘adhering’ to reality and
avoid the ‘rear-view mirror’ problem. The type of volunteered data she focuses on in the
DigiTranScope project is referred to as citizen-generated data and is often associated
with areas such as citizen science, community-based monitoring, co-production and
citizen sensing. It is the kind of data generated voluntarily by citizens to influence and
demand change on issues of concern, in projects generally in partnership with the public
sector or community-based organizations. The way in which official and volunteered data
can work together within and across organizational boundaries can help advance forms of
governance that support accountability, responsiveness and participation.
For this reason, the emphasis should not be only on governance of data but also on data
for governance. Data make possible not only knowing and governing the world, but also
new ways of experimenting in participation. The discourse on data governance seems to
stress the capacity of data to denote the reality, but it should also emphasize that data
can shape reality and invite citizens to participate and play a more active role in defining
reality and taking action.
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4 Analytical Overview
The workshop addressed the major cross-cutting theme of the DigiTranScope project,
which concerns the governance of data, discussing issues such as the changing flows of
data, data ownership and control, and datafication (e.g., the transformation of several
aspects of people's lives into quantified data). Through presentations by experts and
collective discussions, the workshop aimed at developing an understanding of the key
challenges and opportunities of data for the public sector. The overall aim was to identify
future directions at the EU level to maximise benefits of the current data landscape for
policy making and local governance.
This section presents an analytical overview of the major themes emerged from the
workshop, which will be taken forward as the DigiTranScope project continues. We
organized the summary view of these themes around the key questions we asked the
participants before the workshop (section 2.1). These broad themes are closely
intertwined with each other, therefore, instead of presenting each of them individually,
we constructed a narrative that allows displaying the relationships among them.
How could data be better used to serve the public good?
The workshop explored to what extent the current massive production and analysis of
data, taking places in all different sectors and that will likely intensify in the future, could
be directed to positive ends. In particular, it investigated what can policy makers, local
administrators and citizens do to use data for public good. Online IT companies are
already creating significant value out of the current trend of datafication, by monitoring
and monetizing data extracted from users through personalised advertising and
behavioural predictions (van Dijck, 2014; Zuboff, 2015; Couldry & Yu, 2018). However,
this does not have to be the only possible scenario.
To use data to serve the public good, it means to undertake concrete actions from which
citizens, and society as a whole, could benefit. It also means allowing all social actors,
including less powerful ones, to have a say in how data are used and for which purposes.
From what emerged during the workshop, it is possible to identify some perspectives and
initiatives proceeding in that vein.
An established approach promoted by public institutions is that of open data. As several
participants pointed out, open data is a foundational step for the use of data for public
good. Making datasets owned by public and research institutions available to everybody
is a crucial prerequisite for democratising access to information, increasing public bodies'
accountability and enabling greater participation in public life and decision-making. Yet,
openness per se may not be sufficient. Several factors determine the positive
accomplishment of open data initiatives. These include: findability of open datasets,
accessibility of data, as well as readability and interoperability of data.
One further challenge identified by workshop participants is the ability of public actors to
create a narrative out of open data, for instance by providing more information about the
context, making the information relevant for citizens and develop stories. Public actors
should be able to reach the wider public finding ways of communicating stories out of
open data, through simple but effective information visualization tools. Participants
suggested that municipalities could act as "data intermediaries" (Baack, 2015) by
refining "raw" open data (instead of presenting it as it is) in order to make it accessible
and meaningful for citizens. At the moment, artistic projects seem to be more able to use
data for effective storytelling than initiatives from local institutions.
Ultimately, however, open datasets should be exploited effectively to inform citizens and
improve their quality of life, for instance by developing better services and policies. To
assure this, it is also important to ask how to open datasets, taking into serious account
who will use the data and for what purposes. Public institutions should develop a more
intelligent understanding of the potential of open data – for example in enabling citizens
to co-analyse data and contribute better intelligence for policy-making. This crucial issue,
however, has only been tangentially addressed by the workshop participants.
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Beyond open data, participants suggested that local governments and public bodies could
access various types of (privately owned) data which are already "out there", most of the
time produced by citizens. The city of Amsterdam, for instance, started collaborating with
private data providers (Google, TomTom and LinkedIn) in order to use their data in the
sectors of mobility and labour market; while the city of Milan bought data from mobile
telecommunication companies to examine tourists' routes and people's use of the city at
night.
How could the benefits of the data be fairly distributed?
The unique concentration of data in the hands of a few corporations (for example,
Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Apple and Amazon) has led to power asymmetries
between data holders and the rest of society. Not only is this concentration of power
detrimental to citizens, but it may also result in harmful effects for the public sector and
small firms, which could find themselves in a situation of asymmetric interdependence.
For instance, public service providers may encounter difficulties to gain social licenses to
share and use data in ways that are more proportionate and mutually responsible. The
present situation, with limited access to and control of data from users, restricts also the
opportunities for innovation and social impact driven by user-generated data.
This asymmetry of power represents a huge shift in information production and
ownership, away from being largely state-controlled in the past to primarily commercial
control now. In a ‘big data’ environment, these new controllers of data increasingly
manipulate the data algorithmically, to identify behavioural patterns to better profile
users and access user data from other social accounts, for example. Many of these
algorithms are ‘black boxes’ over which the data subjects have almost no control, or
knowledge about how their data are being processed (see the notion of "big data divide"
by Andrevich, 2014).
Notwithstanding the significant steps in favour of citizens' rights over their data (such as
the GDPR), social media users are still very much at the mercy of digital platforms owned
by the Internet giants. They often have little say or understanding over how their data
are used and the value they produce. If they want to use a service, they either accept
the terms and conditions (often without reading them) or do not use it. Most of the time,
people hand over their data in exchange for the services those corporations provide.
However, while user-generated content is a gold mine of data for corporations, users
themselves may also be satisfied with the products/services they receive in exchange for
generating content (e.g., personalized services). This situation suggests the existence of
tensions and trade-offs inherent in the sharing of data between Internet corporations and
the rest of society.
The model of value accumulation employed by large online companies, which generates
revenues from people’s personal information, has been defined surveillance capitalism
(Zuboff, 2015). Significant more social benefits, on the other hand, could be realised if
greater access and control of data would be given to the people it relates to, as well as
public bodies and small businesses, besides only to the platforms in which it is
generated. Workshop participants emphasized that the asymmetry of power between
(big) data holders and non-data holders is explained by the inadequacy of the dominant,
taken-for-granted, data governance model. During the workshop we discussed of
possible alternative data governance models that enable different arrangements of
data collection, storing and sharing and support more egalitarian power relations
between actors than the dominant model of surveillance capitalism. These includes:
multi-stakeholder data sharing agreements, commons-based data crowdsourcing, city
data commons, a European data space, data sharing platforms offering safe data storage
for customers (e.g. Digi.Me and Personal, Middata.coop), etc. At the present time,
however, we do not have yet matured and established models for alternative data
governance. Those discussed during the workshop still consisted of frameworks
developed at the conceptual level, pioneering projects involving a niche of users, and
research projects supported by public institutions (e.g. Decode project).
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Alternative models spread at a slow rate because of economic and legal issues. For
example, it was noted that large companies can use several legal mechanisms to have
unilateral decision-making power over the data they collect. This gives them too much
power and limits other actors' (public actor, civil society, etc.) capacity to use the data
held by these firms to serve the public good. Creating the conditions for alternative data
governance model to flourish, especially in terms of regulations (antitrust regulation,
rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling, etc.) was hence deemed
necessary. Another main issue concerned the current limitations of policies on data
privacy and security. The healthcare sector was taken as an example of inadequate
public programmes for data control and ownership. In this area, there is a limited
concern about companies processing user-generated health data gathered through
tracking/wearable devices and social media. This collection and processing of personal
data is subject to potential risk of data breaches and increase the chance of damaging
users.11
A big area of research and experimentation that is opening up in relation to new models
of data governance consists of access and use of privately-owned data, including
business data. With respect to the latter, a recurrent theme concerned the, mostly
untapped, opportunities that data collected by telecommunication companies (mobile
phone operators, digital platforms, apps, etc.) could offer to public administrators,
especially when integrated with official information from authorized sources. There are
several new types of data produced by citizens within privately owned technological
platforms that could be of great use for the development of better public services and for
effective policies. Social media data and digital traces could add richness to official data,
as well as to the data generated by citizens to demand or drive change on issues that
affect them (Powell, 2014; Kennedy & Moss, 2015). We may need a new data agenda
where "the most appropriate" and "best quality" data (obtained from multiple sources)
are used to deliver public value. That in turn demands new informational competences to
be available to public administrations, and new regulatory environments to enable
integration across many data domains.
However, developing those competences through re-training takes time – organisational
change is often operating at a very slow pace like policy developments. Industry and
business have as much to contribute in generating public value, since a stronger
economy, with more skilled and innovative citizens, in turn generates more markets for
business products.
How could policy making take advantage of current developments in data and,
at the same time, address ethical concerns surrounding their use?
Digital technologies multiply the sites where data is generated and can be made
actionable. Phones, sensors, meters, to name a few, used by citizens generate additional
– and different – types of data than the formal records generated by the public sector.
These data are increasingly used to monitor, estimate, allocate and display urban
activities (e.g. Gray and Marres, 2018). During the workshop, the example of cities has
been made often, because they represent the focal point for the production and
consumption of data, from smart city programmes to government data analytics and
organisations in the private and public sector.
While realizing the opportunities that digitalization presents, the public sector is called to
meet the needs and expectations of the affected parties, especially the most vulnerable
in society – in order to ensure that the generation and use of data does not increase the
risks of discrimination, exclusion and erosion of privacy and security for citizens. It
has been noted that the current debate can sometimes suggest a conflict between
privacy and security on the one side, and the use of data for smartness and efficiency on
the other. This binary distinction, however, is unhelpful, because the two objectives do
not need to be in opposition. This point seems to raise a concern for policy makers for
11

For example 500 million people being affected by a hack of the systems of the Marriott Hotel chain, reported
in November 2018: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-46401890
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supporting different data ecosystems, by leading the way in terms of innovative ethical
approaches to data use. The EU project DECODE is working in that direction by
incentivising citizens' data sovereignty and building data commons. In the case studies of
Amsterdam and Barcelona, the DECODE team is developing digital tools that implement
"privacy by design" principles and conceive data as a common good (e.g. through
attribute-based credentials (ABCs) authentication and "smart rules" for data share).
Given the tensions that exist, how could the EU promote innovative data-driven
policy making without adhering to a technocratic standpoint?
It is established that "simply putting data online for individuals to access is not
sufficient". A greater empowerment of individuals, non-governmental organisations, and
communities is necessary if we want to put data to some useful purpose. Therefore,
taking a critical stance towards a technocratic standpoint would involve supporting
citizens' education and training focusing, for example, on developing their knowledge of
statistics, their awareness of data collection, their ability to use of mash-ups applications
(particularly involving geographic information systems), as well as their general Internet
skills.
Education is fundamental also to help individuals to "de-mystify the technology" and to
emphasise that data is a non-neutral sociotechnical artefact created in specific social
contexts. Each technology comes with a purpose inscribed in it, and a particular bias as
well. Active citizens would need to be educated to be able to critique the accuracy and
validity of data-based decision-making. There is a pressing need for ethical education,
both for developers and designers, and for the public at large. Arguably, this is even
more crucial when we have machines that can make complicated and consequential
decisions. In a fast-moving and uncertain world with the advent of artificial intelligence,
ethical education is necessary to understand what to delegate to machines, for example,
to ensure that our choices are correctly framed, and that the trade-offs involved are
correctly understood.
Education in relation to data is therefore a multifaceted concept that comprises general
Internet skills, data awareness and data power. The latter includes the ability to take
advantage of data and, at the same time, the ability to critically address unbalances of
power within the current data landscape. Data power means turning people from data
sources into active data subjects (Powell, 2014; Kennedy and Moss, 2015; Calzada,
2018). Digital citizenship should comprehend a critical understanding of the data
economy, not just being passive data providers. In this regard, the concept of
countervailing power mentioned during the workshop is particularly relevant. More
emphasis needs to be placed on the importance of giving citizens the tools (theoretical,
social and technological) to contest power and respond to illegal or unjust use of (their
personal) data.
Currently, both businesses and governments perceive personal data mostly as an
"extractive industry" (the current myth often quoted being "data is the new oil").
However, as eloquently put by Lipparini, "we pull data out of people for good (to provide
them with more personalised, integrated and cost-effective services) or for worse (to sell
them more products, to manipulate their opinion), but there are still very few examples
of projects which look at data as something co-created WITH people and machines". If
EU public institutions wish to innovate in data-driven policy making, but do not want to
adhere to a technocratic standpoint, they should not follow the same route of private
sector companies. As it was pointed out repeatedly during the workshop, governments
and public officials have fewer financial incentives than businesses to invest directly in
digital innovation. Therefore, it is useless to try to anticipate the big internet
corporations’ next moves, while it is definitely more suitable to work on finding efficient
ways to deliver public value through data and technologies. This could mean focusing on,
perhaps less ground-breaking, but more effective endeavours, which include: citizens-led
bottom-up initiatives, re-use of administrative data, access to privately owned personal
data, combination of different kinds of data, and the development of public digital
platforms for sharing services and information.
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5 Conclusions
There is long a long tradition in the EU policy agenda regarding how to foster data
sharing between different social actors and public institutions. The topic, however, has a
new momentum today, due to advancements in artificial intelligence and machine
learning, and increasing collection of massive amounts of data by private companies.
During the two days of the workshop, the lack of knowledge, and practical
understanding, of alternative data governance models emerged as one of the major
challenges faced by public institutions today. The mainstream paradigm, which continues
to prevail, is the data extraction model typical of big online platforms. Nonetheless,
public bodies and institutions have been conceptualising and adopting several strategies
to make good use of the great amount of data collected about/from citizens (by creating
partnerships with private companies, working with researchers or artists, and involving
communities and residents). Industry and business have as much to contribute in
generating public value, since a stronger economy, with more skilled and innovative
citizens, in turn generates more markets for the business products.
From the discussions held during the workshop it emerged the urgency of finding ways
to make better use of new types of data, including data that is already collected by
online private companies, but not fully (or easily) available to public bodies. Furthermore,
much is still to be done in terms of breaking down information silos, given that data is
still too often contained within separate compartments and not only because of technical
issues (such as interoperability), but also due to inadequate data governance models.
The development of new strategies for data governance should be led by a progressive
agenda that: 1) explicitly addresses citizens' needs, and not only market demand, 2)
considers citizens as relevant actors, for instance by giving them control of their personal
information, 3) put different kinds of data, produced through datafication processes, to
good use to create public value.
Decision makers' understanding of the risks of discrimination and surveillance in datadriven policy making is gradually increasing, corroborated by a growing body of research
work. Therefore, projects that will use data primarily to monitor and control citizens, as
passive subjects, are very likely to stir criticism in a European context (for ethical
reasons, public discontent, unsatisfactory outcomes, etc.). This urgently calls for the
development of new strategies to support public bodies in making positive use of
(personal) data, starting from initiatives at the community and city level.
Next Steps
The challenges set forth for the DigiTranScope project, and the key research questions
that need to be addressed, are based on the core principles established by the Article 2
of the European Union Lisbon Treaty12. The key research questions are as follows:
1. What governance actions should the EU (involving all from the EU level to citizens
themselves) call into play to preserve the rights of citizens while maximizing the benefits
of the digital transformation?
2. How should the public administration evolve/change to help achieve goals and citizen
rights under an evolving system of governance?
As part of the project work initiated with this workshop on data governance, the theme of
education and the challenges raised by the pervasiveness of devices and sensors of the
Internet of Things (IoT) are priority areas. We will explore them in two future workshops:
one will examine the need for innovative education and the development of skills and
competences for the future, the other will look at potential risks and opportunities of the
IoT. A third workshop will be hosted to examine the challenges posed by digital
transformation together with stakeholders representing a network of cities and regions.
In these three workshops, we will explore new issues as well as persistent problems and
12

http://www.lisbon-treaty.org/wcm/the-lisbon-treaty/treaty-on-european-union-and-comments/title-1common-provisions/2-article-2.html
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trends, including matters that challenge current assumptions. Together with desk
research and empirical investigations, these events will help us develop the big picture
behind the issues to be examined.
Besides hosting these three workshops, we will setup policy experiments to test some
scenarios of digital transformation. We plan to run initial experiments in the area of
energy, by integrating official and unofficial data sources. The objective of these
experiments is twofold: developing personalized policies tailored to cohorts of citizens
based on their specific energy needs, and reducing energy consumptions. The aim is
providing practice-based examples and ground the discussion of opportunities and
limitations of digital transformation for the public good.
Please follow the developments of the project on:
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/communities/community/digitranscope
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Annex 2: Selected Contributions from the Participants
Each participant was invited to provide a short note ahead of the workshop based on the
questions sent in advance and presented in Section 2.1 of this report. We include below a
selection of the inputs received.

6.1 Bruno Carballa Smichowski
A framework to design alternative governance models
The issues of how can data be better used to serve the public good and the asymmetry
of power between data holders and non-data holders are rooted in the insufficiency of the
dominant data governance model. While there are not property rights over data, firms
can use several legal mechanisms to have unilateral decision-making power over the
data they collect. This gives certain firms too much power and limits other actors’ (public
actor, civil society, etc.) capacity to use the data held by these firms to serve the public
good.
The traditional response to remediate this situation has been public open data in the case
of public actors and open-data-based projects in the case of private actors and the civil
society. While this approach is certainly fruitful, they have proven not to be sufficient.
Tackling the issues of data for the public good and data-based asymmetries of power
requires therefore articulating a series of data governance models: multi-stakeholder
data sharing, commons-based data crowdsourcing, government-enforced exceptions to
data’s exclusive governance.
The challenge ahead consists, in the first place, in identifying which data governance
model(s) is/are the most suited one(s) in each situation depending on the issues to be
tackled, instead of trying to find a one-size-fits-all solution. In the second place, the
appropriate means of achieving the desired data governance model for each situation
have to be assessed, as many possibilities exist and some should be created or fostered:
antitrust, existing regulation, new regulation, incentives to the development of
alternative data governance models in some sectors.
Then, when discussing alternative data governance models, several interrelated factors
need to be analysed in the context of a specific field (e.g. health records, mobility data in
a city, research data on the human genome), such as (but not limited to):








Issues to tackle: what is wrong with the current data governance model?
Goal: Which uses of the data do we want instead? What are the expected impacts
(economic, justice, privacy, etc.)
Governance: Who are the stakeholders? Who should have rights to do what with the
data? How should governance rules be designed to guarantee it?
Economic sustainability: which business models to make it economically sustainable?
What are the incentives of each stakeholder to participate in the way they are
supposed to in the desired alternative model?
Law: which legal mechanisms exist to contribute to achieving these alternative
governance models? Do we need new legislation or adapting existing one?
Technology: are there any technological barriers to achieving the alternative data
governance model? If so, how can they be tackled?

6.2 Mark Crooijmans
Trends and subjects of Amsterdam



Grow of the city: Buildings, houses, tourism, busyness, crowd management, traffic
management;
Quality of life: Air, public space (clean, intact, safe), dirt containers warn themselves
when they are full, for example sensors make it possible to stimulate citizens to
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different behaviour, to regulate the bustle in the city, to lighten streets more
efficiently, to organize care closer to people;
Identity and coexistence: contradictions, alienation, opportunities differences, society
involvement, dichotomy: becomes larger and has become partly different in nature;
who is digitally skilled, who doesn’t, who can keep his personal data / data for himself
(own Wi-Fi connection), protect (cybersecurity) and who cannot pay for it or even
become 'income / discount' by sharing personal data? Giving up privacy sometimes
gives people money, keeping privacy sometimes means making more costs;
Take part in the labour market:(shortages, job seekers, differences, digitization,
connection education, employment changes, both positively and negatively;
Energy and raw materials transition: natural gas-free, CO2 reduction, circular, asset
management, energy transition;
Digital city: social issues central, data, platforms, tech companies, 1-government

The role of the government: carefulness is the ‘key’ to trust:
Security, Transparency about what government knows about an individual, Access to
data Ownership data, Privacy protection, Game rules, Rules of the Internet of Things
(IoT), Supervision of algorithms, Ethics, Inclusion and cyber security.
Amsterdam is faced with a number of major tasks in which the municipal authorities will
involve its inhabitants:





Who owns the digital city? Who owns data? What core values do we use across all
domains?
What’s the role of the government in protecting and defending vulnerable groups or
in giving extra opportunities to those who are self-reliant, especially in relation to the
major monopolists? Will there be a European answer to monopolist and what form will
it be effective? As a cooperative, a utility or a network?
Will there be a European way to act on subjects like ownership of data, privacy/
ethics, how can we define it considering sovereignty, solidarity, fairness, democracy
e.g? And what do we need to organize for instant commercial treaty, networks, laws/
rules, use and quality of data, taxes, start-up finance?

6.3 Scott Hale
Large volumes of data are easily accessible online, but often with very little
sociodemographic details. Thus a key challenge for contemporary policy making is to
understand whose views are included in these data and whose views are not. For
instance, whilst platforms like “FixMyStreet” allow citizens to report issues such as
potholes to local government, I am sure we would all find it problematic if this meant
that potholes in wealthier neighbourhoods were fixed much faster than those in poorer
areas.
An opportunity in this area is to use natural language processing and machine learning to
infer demographic details from the profile information available publicly. Whilst such
approaches have tended to perform well only in English, my research group is working on
multilingual and multimodal (image and text) methods. We are further interested in then
re-weighting social media data according to national census data to make the data more
nationally representative. This work is in progress, but will be reported on our project
website when complete (http://www.euagendas.org/).
Another challenge to using online data to inform policy is to understand the human and
algorithmic differences that online platforms create. In contrast to a private letter to an
MEP, messages exchanged online are often public. Our research has shown that people
are influenced by seeing the messages sent by others (e.g., Margetts et al. Political
Turbulence, Princeton University Press). In addition, the design of platforms and
algorithmic features such as content recommendation and push notifications tend to
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amplify already successful messages (‘the rich get richer’) leading to a heavy-tailed
distribution where a small number of messages, petitions, or content are very ‘successful’
and most are not. These dynamics are important to study and for policy makers to
understand when considering ‘public opinion’ data from social platforms (e.g., Rapid rise
and decay in petition signing, EPJ Data Science and How digital design shapes political
participation, PLoS ONE).
Creating a bespoke platform for EU-wide opinion sharing is an exciting idea. One
challenge such a platform would face is how to create an inclusive, multilingual
conversation. Language differences result in large divides on existing platforms. On
Wikipedia only about 15% of active editors edit more than one language edition (Hale
2014a). On Twitter, the comparable statistic is 11% (Hale 2014b). These percentages
are much lower than survey results about the multilingual abilities of the EU population,
which suggest about 50% of EU citizens speak more than one language. Any platform
built for EU interaction should take the latest research on multilingual design into account
for the user interface, content search/recommendation, and other aspects (see, e.g.,
Hale and Eleta 2017). If such a platform were well executed, I think it could provide
greater cross-national and cross-language contact than many existing platforms.

6.4 Rónán Kennedy
For data to be genuinely useful for policy making, availability and openness are
important. Therefore, measures that increase public access, such as the Aarhus
Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and Access
to Justice in Environmental Matters, are welcome.
However, simply putting data online for individuals to access is not sufficient. There
needs to be much greater empowerment of individuals, non-governmental organisations,
and community groups to put it to some useful purpose. This involves education and
training, focusing on knowledge of statistics, the use of mash-ups (particularly involving
geographic information systems), and general programming and database skills.
Fundamentally, it is vital to de-mystify the technology, make it clear that it emerges from
social contexts, and enable individuals to critique the accuracy and validity of data-based
decision-making.
With information and communications technology becoming an increasingly important
element in public and private discussions, there is a pressing need for ethical education,
both for developers and designers, and for the public at large. As we delegate more and
more of our hard choices to machines, we need to ensure that those choices are correctly
framed, and that the trade-offs involved are correctly understood.
Strong privacy laws, such as the General Data Protection Regulation, are an essential
foundation for this. However, in in order to avoid technocracy, we need to foster the
development of ‘smart communities’. This can be achieved in three ways: by
decentralizing computing power and expertise; by applying participatory design
techniques, to bring more minds to bear on the issues raised by the introduction of new
ICT and give the final outcome of the deliberative process more legitimacy; and the use
of Responsible Research and Innovation approaches, in order to properly acknowledge
the distinct, divergent, and sometimes incommensurable perspectives that individuals
may have on socio-technical systems and their role in society.

6.5 Patty Kostkova
Key questions to maximize benefits of data use for policy making
The DigiTranScope project supports the long-term horizon perspective for data
governance, sharing, privacy and use enabling digital transformation of the European
society to better support human dignity, freedom, democracy and respect for human
rights and strengthen the desirable future for European citizens.
How could data be better used to serve the public good?
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The 21st century technological ecosystem created a challenge for data collection,
ownership and access. Data are undoubtedly the most important community of 21st
century and issues surrounding data (ownership, privacy, security, identity etc.) are
being highly contested between public sector, citizens, regulators, large IT players and
SMEs14.
The ground-breaking EU GDPR legislation that came to force in May 2018 applies to
‘controllers’ and ‘processers’. The opportunities to challenge the status quo and power of
IT giants have so far not materialised in any major breakthrough legal battle challenging
the IT and social media giants breaching, either relating to: 1) the right to restrict
processing; and 2) the rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling. We
may consider what is the best role for government(s) in ensuring an equitable balance of
power.
How could the benefits of data be fairly distributed?
At the moment, two strikingly disparate approaches emerged for data ownership: firstly,
government-regulated data, and second, private user-generated health data collected
from social media, apps, online searches and wearable devices.
Firstly, uneven government communication, unclear agendas, and a lack of transparency
over the control and ownership of data, are of concern at national and international levels
(e.g. the care.data initiative in the UK 15). Furthermore, there is still a lack of clarity over
more comprehensive and often privately-held user-generated health data being directly
collected by IT and social media companies and MedTech manufactures through
tracking/wearable devices and social media. These often have limited opt-out options,
potentially subject to personal intrusion using data analytics driven marketing and
unregulated sharing and use.16
How could policy making take advantage of current developments in data and,
at the same time, address ethical concerns surrounding their use?
Attitudes are being shaped by public growing interest in data sharing platforms offering
'safe' data storage for customers (e.g. Digi.Me and Personal, Middata.coop) providing a
space for policy makers to support these developments.
At the same time, governments running services using big data for public good services,
are more strongly scrutinised (a data security failure by a government agency will tend
to be more heavily criticised in the media than one for a commercial company), for
example when improving road infrastructure by data-driven decisions about pollution,
congestion and future transportation needs 17.
Given the tensions that exist, how could the EU promote innovative data-driven
policy making, while also avoiding adhering to a technocratic standpoint?
Should government encourage wider engage public and citizens, increase awareness
about the benefits and risks of sharing data and understanding of data usage for
research for public good?
Enforcing data transparency and terms of use requires a shared goal in setting the core
principles and establishing a regulation process that are fit for purpose. For example, a
necessity for IT companies to enable subscription options for customers who wish not to
14
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share their data. Should GDPR go even further in the direction of regulation of data
usage by industry forcing businesses giving control back to users generating the data?
For example by:




An option to pay for Facebook and Google services instead of 'paying' by ‘providing’
your own data, and a strong disclosure and notification mechanism informing public
about potential violations;
An option (which de facto acknowledges that data about you belong to you) to decide
to ‘sell’ the data back to the IT companies, etc.

This would require a very radical shift in existing business models, and this workshop is
an opportunity to explore potentially new radical data ownership models.

6.6 Fiorenza Lipparini
What Lanier, a software expert, reveals to me, a software idiot, is what must be obvious
(to software experts): software is not neutral. Different software embeds different
philosophies, as they become ubiquitous, become invisible. Zadie Smith – Feel Free
According to the European Commission, the data economy was worth around 300 bn in
2016, out of which 52 bn represent the total direct economic value of public sector data.
Forecasts tell us that these numbers will grow to 739 bn and 194bn by 2020. To give a
comparison, the whole European Tourism industry was worth around 600 bn in 2016.
This is not particularly surprising: according to the popular Domo’s “Data never sleeps”
stats, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data is created each day, and over 90% of the data in the
world was generated in the last 2 years.
Currently, every minute, around 4 million searches are performed on Google, 4 million
videos are watched on YouTube, 2 million snaps are shared on Snapchat and 50,000 pics
on Instagram. 750,000 songs are streamed on Spotify, users post around 500,000
tweets, Amazon ships over 1,100 packages, Uber picks 1,400 people up, 1.25 bitcoin are
created, 176,000 calls are made on Skype and 6,940 matches happen on Tinder. And
user generated data is only the pick of the iceberg: as the IoT goes mainstream and bots
spread on social media, automatically generated contents are deemed to overwhelmingly
outnumber human generated contents.
If we think about it, data and computation (AI, algorithms) are no longer a mere
technological dimension, but a proper existential one: data is part of who we are – our
bodies and minds – and of the environment in which we move – our cities and houses. As
objects become “smart” and AIs become increasingly sophisticated, new relationships are
created, across time and space, between humans and non-humans - which were simply
unimaginable before the internet.
The potential in terms of collective intelligence and new approaches to public goods is
huge, however, to harness this potential, our approach to data needs to be radically rethought. Today’s, both private platforms and governments tend to see data as an
“extractive” industry: we pull data out of people for good (to provide them with more
personalised, integrated and cost-effective services) or for worse (to sell them more
products, to manipulate their opinion), but there are still very few examples of projects
which look at data as something co-created WITH people and machines.
This is also because, as technology becomes increasingly ubiquitous and frictionless,
understanding the full spectrum of the data we generate at any time – as we walk across
sensors and cameras, search the internet for products and services, make financial
transactions using our cards or smartphones, get our heartbeats recorded, interact with
smart grids and buildings - becomes increasingly difficult. Indeed, even for the most
gifted technologists, understanding both what data we generate, who uses it, how – with
what other data is recombined and analysed – and for what purposes, is nearly
impossible.
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In this context, it is fundamental for public authorities at EU and national level, to help
safeguard spaces where data and computation can be organised and performed as everevolving commons, reminding that a common is given not only by the data, but also by
the relational ecosystem around the data and the fact that this ecosystem negotiates and
shares practices and rules. This can only happen if we heavily invest in supporting
people, small businesses and public administrations in becoming aware of the data they
produce – and of the fact that sometimes they cannot be aware neither of the data they
produce nor of the ways this is used – and if we are able to find easy, cost-effective and
engaging ways to turn data into actionable information, which should then be followed by
concrete actions.

Multi-disciplinary collaboration and the involvement of artists and creatives is normally
fundamental to do so. This also means allowing new forms of governance, which include
temporary set-ups, and the possibility to have both individuals, machines and institutions
interacting according to different modalities and coalescing around shared outcomes –
let’s say regenerating a peripheric urban space, promoting civic engagement, finding new
and inclusive ways to bring an archive back to life, or counteracting the circulation of
misinformation on social media.

6.7 Gianluca Misuraca
New governance paradigms for the future society are likely to emerge in the
years to come. These will impinge on consolidated socio-technical trends, such as the
diffusion of pervasive, always on Internet connection, which increase the amount of
services and content consumed and produced by users; the 'democratisation' of software
and the ´data deluge´, which is opening up immense potential for creativity and
experimentation; and the increasing expectations and empowerment of citizens no longer
willing to accept government services as they are but keen to have the opportunity to
rate, co-decide co-create services and contribute shaping the governance architecture of
society.
Indeed, the experimental character of ICT-enabled innovations contributes to
the identification of new possible solutions to address individual needs and
solve societal challenges, but at the same time they are also creating new risks and
ethical challenges emerge on how ICTs shall be governed and used.
In this connection, ICTs also offer a tremendous potential for innovating the way data are
gathered and processed, thus paving the way to real-time informed policy-making
based on predictive analytics and next generation computational modelling. This could
ultimately contribute strengthening government 'legitimacy' in the digital world and
helping 'finding a more human government' (CPI, 2017 and 2018).
This requires a better understanding of challenges and opportunities of the
digital transformation of the fabric of society, the possible 'regulatory governance'
responses and the management of the dynamic tensions between institutional
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frameworks and technological change that will emerge as well as the way individuals and
groups interact and in the evolving digital landscape.
To address these issues, a key argument to build upon is the fact that as enormous
amounts of data and processing capacity become available the extensive harvesting of
personal digital data is transforming structurally the way in which data are utilised to
shape individual behaviour and collective decision-making.
The increase in computational power combined with massive social media data sets
(Ruths & Pfeffer, 2014), the open data and big data efforts in governments (Clarke &
Margetts, 2014), big data thinking in the private sector (Gonzalez-Bailon, 2013; MayerSchonberger & Cukier, 2013), these and other trends explain the explosion of the field
of data-driven and big data science for policy. However, despite the complexity and
sophistication of their underlying algorithmic processes, data-driven digital applications
ultimately rely on a simple design-based mechanism of influence, known as 'nudge'
(Thaler & Sunstein, 2008).
Therefore, characterising data-driven digital applications as a form of nudge could
provide an analytical lens for evaluating their persuasive, manipulative qualities and their
legal and political dimensions.
To this end, insights from regulatory governance scholarship, behavioural economics,
liberal political theory, information law and surveillance, and science and technology
studies, suggest that, if allowed to continue unchecked, the extensive and accelerating
use of commercially driven data analytic techniques may seriously erode our capacity for
democratic participation and individual flourishing.
This last consideration brings us to the critical aspect of the 'governance with and of
ICTs' (Misuraca, 2007, 2012) which is required to be researched in more depth to
understand how to incorporate data-driven decisions (which are assumed to be better
decisions as stated by McAfee and Brynjolfsson, 2012), into a new culture of policymaking. This needs in fact to address the managerial and organisational challenges
linked to including ICT-based modelling, simulation and visualization tools within the core
of policy agenda and government structures, in search of the 'right model' to equate big
data with big solutions for society.
But this attraction could become a fatal one if it is not well managed. Indeed, big data
and advanced ICT solutions for governance and policy modelling are becoming more and
more available, and they may well be a decisive asset in support of policy-making,
however, it would be a mistake to assume that acquiring the right kind of big data (or
even the more advanced modelling tools) is all that matters.
More important than that is to accompany the process with an adequate transformation
of the organisational culture and governance structure, enabling a real shift toward a
new generation of data and evidence powered collaborative governance and
policy-making (Misuraca et al, 2014).
For this reason, designing and piloting large-scale experiments based on bigdata-driven nudging techniques, defined as 'hypernudge' (Yeung, K., 2016) would be
required.
Future research shall then look in particular at how the legitimacy of
hypernudge in government – and by government - could be assessed, if
legitimacy is understood primarily in terms of conformity with liberal democratic
principles and values rooted in respect for individual autonomy. As a matter of fact, to
take seriously the implications of the digital revolution, we must lift our eyes beyond the
familiar liberal fixation with notice and consent (Brownsword, 2004).
If we are to avoid narrow and commercially filtered, algorithmically determined
behaviours (Cohen, 2012), we must establish more effective, practically enforceable
constraints to tame the excesses of big data-driven hypernudging which will secure
accountability over the algorithms that exert ever more influence on our lives, in ways
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that allow genuine democratic participation and input into the design of the networked
digital technologies, allowing to go beyond our own algorithmically determined 'filter
bubbles' (Pariser, 2012), and expose humanity to shared, diverse and unexpected
experiences that are essential to sustain our capacity for individual and
collective engagement. Harnessing the power of data, governance systems could in
fact become more transparent and citizens' engagement in policy making more effective,
fundamentally changing the way policy decisions are taken and enabling new
forms of digitally-enabled democracy (Misuraca et.al. 2012).

6.8 Daniele Rizzi
Data is indeed at the heart of the digital transition of our economy and society. As such,
it also plays a key enabling role across a wide range of European Union's policies: policies
promoting the reuse of different types of data across sectors to bring more productivity
and growth to businesses, policies stimulating the emergence of innovative business
models, policies ensuring the development of artificial intelligence. Recent studies
support this strategy: if the right framework conditions are put in place, it has been
estimated that the value of the European data economy can increase to over 1.000 billion
euros by 2025, from 2.4% in 2017 to about 6% of GDP.
The “European way” of leveraging the power of data starts by generating trust. This is a
required precondition, and to this end the General Data Protection Regulation has set a
solid framework for the protection of personal data. Then, the data economy will only
really take off when data can flow freely, so that businesses and citizens can access and
re-use different kinds of data, under the appropriate legal, economical and technical
conditions.
A cornerstone policy supporting the European data economy must be the one addressing
open data. Why is this important? Because opening up data is a great investment:
studies have shown that the socio-economic benefits of re-using government data are 26
times greater than the costs necessary to make that data open. And in addition, opening
up public sector data ensures fairer and more transparent governments.
Open data also has a key role in improving the efficiency of public services. Public bodies
are one of the main consumers of their own data, data which can be used at different
stages of policy-making: design, implementation and reporting. New technologies such
as data analytics and artificial intelligence for smart policy design therefore have the
potential to transform public administrations.

6.9 Giovanni Sartor
Empowering civil society through A? The CLAUDETTE project.
The paper will argue that providing civil society with AI and big data capacities may
contribute to address unbalances of power. As only oligopolies and governments are
powered by AI and big data the effective protection of citizens’ rights and interests is at
risk. Effective protection requires not only regulation, but also civil society’ capacity to
enforce accountability and to engage in collective action. The CLAUDETTE system is
presented, which uses machine learning methods to enable consumers/data subjects and
their organisation to detect illegal clauses and respond to them.

6.10 Giuseppe Sindoni
Fighting Pig-Pen Syndrome. Opportunities that data offer for governance.
Pig-Pen is a character in Shultz’s popular comic strip Peanuts. He is always dirty and is
constantly surrounded by a cloud of dust, even when the environment around him looks
perfectly clean. He is unaware of his situation and doesn’t understand why the other kids
call him “Pig-Pen”.
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Nowadays, the inhabitants of a technologically developed world live in a similar situation.
We are constantly surrounded by a cloud of data, produced both by ourselves and by our
environments, of which we are unaware. Our personal data interact with the
technological ecosystems around us and are integrated and aggregated with other data
to produce information describing various aspects of the ecosystem itself, including our
individual and collective behaviour. Two prominent examples of this are our geographical
position, which can be collected by Telcos through our smart phones, and information
about our opinions and beliefs, which can be collected through social networks.
These data can be used in various ways. Businesses use them for profit, for example by
producing marketing analytics aimed at understanding, and possibly modifying, buyer
behaviours. Social network operators use our preferences to feed algorithms that decide
what things are most important for people with our profile, and then sell this information.
Other operators may use these data clouds for “malicious” purposes (see the Cambridge
Analytica scandal).
Our perception of the world is therefore more and more influenced by information
produced indirectly from our own personal data: our personal lives can thus be
influenced by our own data, processed through procedures that we are normally unaware
of.
This is what I call the Pig-Pen syndrome. We modify our behaviour due to information
coming from the “cloudification” of our own data through processes and algorithms over
which we have little or no control. I believe this is a very dangerous situation: we are
marching towards a collective mismatch between how we perceive ourselves and how we
perceive the world around us in relation to ourselves.
What can governments do to help citizens “cure” themselves of this syndrome? In my
opinion two actions should be implemented without further delay:
1. Use of data clouds for the benefit of civil society (people and organizations)
2. Improvements in how the outputs and outcomes of the first action point are
communicated.
The combination of these two actions would make people more aware of how their
personal data contribute to form the different representations of the real world and how
these representations are used to try to influence their behaviour.
The first action point requires specific organizational structures to enable big data
analytics, the development of a very strong Open Data culture, the strong commitment
of top management towards the elimination of the stovepipe approach to information
system development and management, and the development of a “data trust” between
citizens and governments (GDPR is a means, not an end).
The second action point is perhaps more difficult to achieve, because while many people
have now reached some self-taught understanding of information technology, many
others are still victims of one or other kind of digital divide and are even less aware of
the Pig-Pen syndrome. Much needs to be done to find new ways of communicating data
stories in an attractive way, through simple but effective information visualization tools.
In addition, it is imperative that communication offices in government organizations
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drastically improve their skillsets and include data journalism among their areas of
expertise.

6.11 Tom Symons
DECODE - giving people back control of their data
Around the world, cities have become the focal point for the rapid growth in the
production and consumption of data, from smart city programmes, government data
analytics, and organisations in the private and social sectors who are all hungry to
integrate data to enhance performance. While better use of data by governments brings
opportunities for citizens - personalisation, efficiency, more timely and easier interactions
- there are also new risks. Who decides what we do with all this data, and how do we
ensure that its generation and use does not result in discrimination, exclusion and the
erosion of privacy for citizens? These two questions have taken on particular significance
in recent years as smart city programmes have integrated personal data alongside sensor
data such as air quality, bus movements or traffic levels.
Smart city projects are now tackling issues such as violence in town centres, burglary
prevention, administering parking tickets, and reward systems for environmentally or
socially positive behaviour. The data collected by such projects paints an extraordinarily
intimate picture of people, often without them even realising. The most obvious challenge
is that the value of data grows the more it is linked, but this also increases the risks of
identifying people or uncovering private information.
City governments are quickly approaching a crossroads, where on the one hand data can
make services significantly more personalised and useful, but on the other companies
and policymakers risk causing severe discomfort among people who have little control or
understanding about how those insights are being derived. The nature of this debate can
sometimes suggest that these objectives - privacy and personal control on the one side,
the use of data for smartness and efficiency on the other - are in conflict.
This framing is unhelpful - the two objectives do not have to be in opposition.
Furthermore, there are significant benefits to be realised from reuniting control of this
data with the people it relates to. At present, the producers of this valuable economic
and social resource have little say over how it is used and the types of value it creates.
This restricts opportunities for innovation and social impact driven by personal data,
shared on the terms of the people who create it.

6.12 Aleš Veršič
Data is a digital raw material of the 21st century. They are like the air we breathe every
day. On the basis of data, services, processes that are intended for individual people are
created, or they support the systems that serve us. In the process of digitizing the
society, there is a conflict between Digital by default and Pencil by default. Once we will
become a society that will no longer write on paper, but everything will be in digital form.
How could data be better used to serve the public good?
If we want the data to be used by an individual in various fields such as social, economic
or environmental issues, then each individual must have access to these data under the
same conditions. However, it is not enough for an individual to have access to raw data,
such as open data, but should be able to access data in a user-friendly manner. Through
such platforms where the information would be accessible in a user-friendly manner, the
state could receive feedback from an individual citizen. Thus, through state portals such
as eGovernment, an individual could have his or her own profile, where he would choose
which areas of interest he was interested in and could thus obtain relevant information
and also communicate his views to the state.
How could the benefits of data be fairly distributed?
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Country or private businesses have a lot of information about an individual. Some have
very personal information that can determine the individual and his profile. The problem
occurs when algorithms determine the set of feedback that we receive as users.
The performance of Google, FB and similar platforms is not regulated and operate on
unknown rules.
If we could achieve the fact that the data that an individual creates using services from
the state, Google, FB and other service providers, imported into his personal profile,
which he would have as part of the national profile, could have great potential. This
would otherwise create a second risk that information about a particular citizen is
collected in one place, which could increase the risk of abuse. The key is that an
individual has control over the information about himself, no matter who creates this
information.
How could policy making take advantage of current developments in data and,
at the same time, address ethical concerns surrounding their use?
The use of various tools, data must not mean control over an individual. It will be
necessary to raise confidence in the use of various online tools. This can be achieved only
by raising digital literacy and by increasing the security of services that an individual
would use to participate in policy coherence. The benefits of online tools mean that
feedback can be made more quickly. The process can be more transparent. All this can
be done at all organizational levels of each country or even on cross-border issues.
Given the tensions that exist, how could the EU promote innovative data-driven
policy making without adhering to a technocratic standpoint?
Promotion should be carried out on cases that would show the average citizen what are
the benefits when individual policies are implemented on the basis of data, information or
facts. Such a way enables a more transparent society, because such an approach does
not allow manipulation. Of course, data can also be falsified or adapt. In this case, the
use of blockchain technology could make it impossible for such abuses.
What should a "sustainable and positive" digitally-enhanced governance of the
EU society involve?
I believe that in order to achieve this objective, it should be possible for an individual to
take control of his personal data. Both of these examples indicate that a system enables
us to create a profile of an individual through the connection of data, which, however,
does not have control over it, and the system has complete control over the individual.
As an example, I would say that Google's use of the service is free; in exchange, we
allow Google to create a profile about us and market it. Is the earnings generated in this
way proportionate to the cost that we have made with the use of Google services? It is
also necessary to open all the information that arises in the various processes that are
necessary for the operation of our company and do not contain personal or secret
information.
However, this still does not solve the problem of an individual who is not digitally skilled
in using modern technologies. Here, it will be necessary to raise the level of digital
literacy through intergenerational connectivity. http://www.simbioza.eu/en/2018/about

6.13 Jaap Boter
The avalanche of large datasets has sparked broad interest among many stakeholders
and there has been a sharp rise of Data Science and Business Analytics courses in
universities and online as ‘the way to the future’. It is not only seen as the new
competitive advantage to improved business operations and more targeted marketing
(which is increasingly digital), but also as a way to improve society. Evidenced in new
terms such as “Smart Cities”: smart data is also thought as a panacea to large societal
problems; to help combat pollution (e.g., traffic), aid the energy transition (e.g., smarter
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use of electricity or solar panels) or provide more security (e.g., predict crime and
suggest patrolling rounds).
On the other hand, there are broad concerns relating to the ‘dark(er) side(s)’, such as
the power it might yield to a few (corporations, notably) or the invasion of privacy. The
general question of the workshop seems to be how to balance the promises and the
pitfalls: under what conditions (within EU control) do the pros outweigh the cons?
In my opinion, much of the debate so far has lacked a more segmented approach. A
discussion on ‘governance of data’ is helped by distinguishing different types of data,
different applications, and different groups of people in society (whether stakeholders or
segments). The debate is likely different for each. Such characterisations might include:
1. Object of data: data is often equated with, but not necessarily confined to,
personal data. Sensor data (traffic conditions, real-time public transport data,
climate data) can be very ‘smart’ and useful without harm or revealing personal
information. What different types of data might best be distinguished and how
differently should they be governed? When we talk about ‘governance of data’:
when are we referring to what kind of data?
2. The level of aggregation: a lot of the privacy debate centres on personal data,
such as collected by smart devices or entered online. But also aggregated to
neighbourhood levels, whether public data or private data, these can have an
effect; e.g., in risk profiling for insurances (and thus price) based on the zip code
of customers. Also data that is not directly ‘personal’ may have an indirect
personal effect. Given the potential harm, shouldn’t any governance on raw data
also extend to higher levels of aggregation and publication?
3. Raw versus processed vs interpreted data: much of the debate on (the
governance of) data is about individual, raw data. More recently, the processing of
data has attracted scrutiny; particularly the use of algorithms has evoked a call
for transparency (how has a credit rating been derived). But there is also the
issue of interpretation, as variables in big data are simply used because they are
available (and on a large scale), rather than because they are an excellent direct
measure. E.g., does a surge in influenza search terms or tweets indicate the right
location of an epidemic?
Are input data for a job recruitment and selection model really unbiased? What do
policing KPI’s per neighbourhood really imply? In science, operationalisation is a
specific part of model building, requiring careful motivation; evoking critical
feedback in peer review journals. MSc students struggle with this in their thesis,
after a number of research methodology courses. How can we ensure that such
‘operationalisation’ or at least critical review and use of available big data takes
place when used wider in society, by non-academics, with more direct
consequences? For instance, how do we ensure that the issue of ‘fake news’ isn’t
obscured with the wrong use of available large data to support fake claims?
4. Standardisation of data: related to the previous point is the use of standards for
(the collection of) data. With the ubiquitous role of large US corporations in this
area, it is easy to forget that much locally generated data may use different
standards or procedures. Certainly given that we are here talking about a
European level (suggesting also the potential for exchange, comparison, and
cross-border data): are there kinds of data where standardisation at a European
level would benefit the use of data?
5. Citizens and segments: data and its proper or even advantageous use is closely
related to levels of education and income (e.g., the ownership of smart devices).
On the one hand, types of data may help citizens to take control over their life
and their environment, but on the other hand may widen gaps in society. Not
everybody has the same inclination or opportunity to use data. This extends to
aspects of citizen science: who is involved in collecting and supplying data, and in
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discussions about data? When we are talking about the governance of data in the
interest of the citizen: is there really such a thing as ‘the citizen’? What different
segments might be distinguished and what different value might each derive from
a digitally transformed European society?
Summarized into a few different themes or angles, a discussion on the governance of
data might focus on:
1. Safety: any storage, processing or use of data should pose no harm to either the
originator (e.g., personal data) or other individuals. This not only refers to who
owns or controls data, but also the risk of data breach
2. Trust: users should know what the data means, how it’s been collected (and what
is lacking) and how to (critically) interpret this
3. Opportunity: data (and/or information) should be as open and widely available,
but so should education and the capability to take advantage of this.
In a way, data is thus not unlike money or a financial economy, in that safety, trust, and
opportunity there, too, are key ingredients for a prosperous society. We educate our
children in personal finance, we redistribute (financial) wealth, we have watchdogs to
ensure fair trade, et cetera. What elements of the traditional economy might therefore be
transposed to a data economy?
Much of points above are not necessarily very new and also addressed in, touched upon
or tangent to the memo for this workshop. If anything, I would propose that during
discussions we are clear on the specific types of data, applications, users or use
situations we are talking about when making a point.
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